Junior Zoo Excursion

Students from HD, KC and JM all headed off to the Melbourne Zoo early on Tuesday morning. After catching the train to the zoo, the group enjoyed looking around at the animals and having their Zoo Education session. In the education session, an animal keeper had a snake and a turtle for the students to touch and feel. They also learnt about habitats, how animals move and what they like to eat. Thankyou to all our volunteers that helped to make the day a fantastic experience for all of our students.

“I liked when we got to feel the turtles legs. They were a bit spikey.” Carter, HD

“The snake felt slippery and smooth. It was harmless to me.” Georgia, HD

“I got to hold a turtle and put it back into it’s tank. It’s shell was soft.” Axel, HD

“The keeper was throwing watermelon into the pool and we saw ‘Ongard’, an elephant go in for a swim.” Liam, JM

“We saw a mother, father and baby gorilla. The father gorilla got mad and started banging on the glass. We all got a huge fright.” Jayden, JM

“A beautiful butterfly landed on my hat and Mrs Marsland took a photo.” Sandy, JM

“We saw the zoo keeper feeding and spraying the orangutans.” Reeghn, JM

“My favourite was the penguins because I took my penguin toy with me.” A-J, KC

“The seals were the best because they were swimming very, very fast.” Brooke, KC

Just Brass Rococco Visit

On Tuesday, ten members of the Just Brass band entertained the residents of Rococco Nursing Home in St Albans Park. The residents were mostly waiting for us in the dining room where we gave them a mixed range of songs and instrumental groups. All the children behaved beautifully and spoke confidently when introducing themselves and what they were about to play. I am always proud of this group and again, they were sociable, giving the residents the time of day to have a quiet chat. When finishing our concert, the residents entertained us with a few of their vocal songs whilst we enjoyed our afternoon tea. Thankyou to Rococco and Dianne for organising our visit and well done to all of our fabulous Just Brass performers. Wendy
Happy Birthday
Friday, October 23 to Thursday, October 29
Ryan Zahra

Book Club
Orders with the correct money are due back to school no later than tomorrow, Friday, October 23.

BLLC Car Park - Safety Reminder
A reminder to all families that the areas around school, especially the BLLC car park, are very busy in the morning and afternoon. We ask that all parents/carers, please take extra care, especially in their cars, to ensure that all of the students are safe.

Community Music Festival
All members of the school community are invited to the Community Music Festival at the East Geelong Uniting Church (Ormond Road) on Sunday this weekend. A wide range of musical performances will be on between 2.00 - 4.30pm. Students from our school violin and cello program have been invited to participate in the festival.

Super Student Award
Congratulations to Isaac Wilson, Tyesha Kennedy, Tyson Kennedy, Lachlan Rollo, Liam Rollo and Reece Dye for being the Super Students for the week.

Attendance Award
Grade JM won the best attendance for the week with Reeghn and Lucian collecting the award.

House Points
Duwahar and Kassie received the shield for Peake House.

Enrolments for 2016
We are continuing to take new enrolments for all year levels in 2016. It is very important that new families or siblings starting Prep are enrolled early to assist us with our planning for next year. School tours are available to any new or existing families that would like to come and have a look around the school and hear about the many fantastic opportunities that the school offers. Please call the office to arrange a time that is convenient for you.